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Subject   English  

Topic   Zoo 

Session No.   Lesson. 11 

Duration   1 Hour  

Learning Objectives   Introduce the students about the Zoo   and names 
of  animals they see around the zoo in English. This 
is a good exercise to make them realize how much 
they already know. 
Note:  
1.We should concentrate on speaking, rather than 
trying to correct the spelling or writing skills of kids. 
Kids shall be able to speak in english at the end 
2. Always make use of things kids know. Children 
learn by known to unknown. 

Props and Materials required   Flash Cards,  
Charts of animals  
Jumbled words  
Audio file of the song  

Point of contact   Archana Sanjay 
Ph: 9844220582  

 
 
 
 
 

Story Board      

Time   Content   Remarks  

10 mins   Buffer    

15 mins   Introduce the topic Zoo by 
listing out the animal names  

Start the class  preferably in 
local language and introduce 
them to the concept of Zoo. 

5mins   Song   Repeat the song several times 
so that they memorise 

 



 

it.preferably show them the 
song on Youtube  

20 mins   Activity   1. Flash cards of Animals : let 
them name each animal in 
English 

2. Jumbled words of animals 
fo eg, (Thacehe = Cheetah)  

10 mins   Story  
 
1. Animals at Bannerghatta 

Zoo 
 
2. Cricket at the Zoo. 
 
https://youtu.be/UxZDnqnf5
FQ 
 
 

In the story , describe the 
surroundings of the Zoo , the 
animals there  . Make the story 
interesting and inculcate a 
feeling of tolerance  towards 
animals .  Tell them how 
important it is to protect 
animals .  

 
 
 
 
 
Introduction  :  We can ask the children to describe a Zoo , find out if they have visited one and 
list out the animals they have seen in the Zoo. Describe the Safari also .  
 
 
 
 

Song : At the Zoo 

Source : https://youtu.be/oV_idfKcCdQ 
 
 
 
  
 
             Song :  
 
              At the Zoo , At the Zoo , At the Zo 
              What can you see at the Zoo ?  
               Lions and Tigers and Elephants too !  
               Maybe a monkey or two .  
               You might see a Giraffe or an Ostrich At the Zoo. 
               You might see some snakes in the reptile house ,  
               A Spider in the insect house.  
               Lets hope they don't get out of the Zoo. 
               There is Harry , the hippopotamus, his old friend Ron the  
                 Rhinoceros . 
               The Hippo and Rhino smiling at you . 
                At the Zoo, At the Zoo. 
               You might see Flamingos and Alligators , 

 

https://youtu.be/UxZDnqnf5FQ
https://youtu.be/UxZDnqnf5FQ
https://youtu.be/oV_idfKcCdQ


 

               Maybe Polar bears and Brown bears too. 
               Funny little Meerkats and cute capybaras , 
               Emus , Wombats , Koalas and Kangaroos. 
               At the Zoo, At the Zoo. What can you see At the Zoo?  
               Lions and Tigers and Elephants too. Maybe a monkey or two . 
               You might see a Giraffe , or an Ostrich at the Zoo. 
               A Panda eating bamboo at the Zoo.  
               At the Zoo, At the Zoo.At the Zoo. 
 
Song 2 : Let's go to the Zoo 
Link : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OwRmivbNgQk 
 
Activity: 

1. Flash cards: Get some flashcards to the classroom. Flashcard shall have picture of one 
animal on one side and name on another side. Divide the class into 2 or 3 (depending on 
strength of class). For each team show a random flashcard ask them to name it. If they 
can name it then their team will get 10 points. Game continues. Whichever team reaches 
50 points they will win. 
In second level: You can tell the name of animal and team should select it. 
In third level: You give a animal name and team shall describe it.  

 Note : Depending on the availability of time keep the number of level. Students 
may try to tell the name but they may not be able to write the exact spelling of it. Let 
them concentrate on speaking rather than on writing and grammar. 

 
 
Story :  
 
(While telling story use your body language to express the characters in story, emotions etc. We 
shall get story or create story which describes the  Zoo . ) 
Note: How will non kannada manage telling stories to children ? 
  
 
 
 
Story :   ANIMALS AT BANNERGHATTA PARK  
 
 
Dilip was waiting at the school bus stop  for his bus to arrive . He was very excited as his 
school had planned a trip to Bannerghatta national park . The class of 6th and 7th had formed a 
queue and were standing in line excitedly whispering to each other to find out what snacks 
each one had brought in their lunch box . As soon as the bus came to a halt , the teachers 
helped the children board the bus one by one , and the bus set off on its journey to the Zoo.  
 
The teacher bought the tickets for each child and the Zoo guide  led them inside the 
Bannerghatta zoo. The guide welcomed them all to the zoo and strictly warned them not to feed 
the animals . They were asked to leave their bags in the bus . 
 
He explained to the children that the Zoo was a huge one , it was 25000 acres big and had 
many animals housed in huge cages .  
Dilip and his friends walked into the zoo and saw 4 elephants in an enclosure. They were eating 
hay , there was also a baby elephant which was rolling on the dry grass. The children excitedly 
watched Lions , Bisons , Deers  ,Tigers  , Cheetahs  , Jackals , Bears  , Wild Pigs , Langurs  and 
Macaques   . They also saw snakes , huge lizards , crocodiles and alligators . The bird house 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OwRmivbNgQk


 

had an Eagle , a Vulture and an owl . Dilip attentively listened to the guide when he explained to 
the children about each animal and their food habits . Dilip had a question . What will happen to 
the animals when they are not well. The guide smiled and explained that the Zoo has an in 
house   veterinarian (An animal doctor) to look after sick animals and to give them medicines . 
 
The children were  led to the butterfly park . The butterfly park has 20 different types of butterfly 
. It was beautiful to see colourfull butterflies flying around .  
The day ended with a zoo safari wherein all the children climbed on to the safari bus and set off 
to see the tigers , lions , deers and  bears  in the  forest .  
 
Dilip had never seen so many animals . He thanked his teachers and  went back home to 
narrate  the days event to his mother.  
 
2.    CRICKET AT THE ZOO. (  https://youtu.be/UxZDnqnf5FQ) 
 
 
Arvi hears a  strange buzz as he is walking through the Zoo. He looks up curiously and sees a 
group of monkeys listening  to the radio.Unable  to hide his surprise , He walks upto  them and 
asks them , " Are you really listening to the radio ? "Yes you silly ape ", chorus the group of 
monkeys . 
"Don't you know all animals love cricket ? " Chattered the monkeys excitedly. As Arvi throws 
up his ball high up into the air , an Elephant  catches it and says , " We will make big score and 
take many wickets , Srilanka will win the world cup"  trumpets the Elephant . The Royal Bengal 
Tiger leaps across the fence and snatches the ball from the elephant and whacks the ball with 
his paw and sends it up high in the sky , "No way , we will beat everyone with our batting skills , 
India will win " growls the tiger. 
 
The Lions swiftly build a pyramid and catch the ball , " No one can match our team work , 
England will win " roar  the Lions . Just then a flock of Kiwis burrow underneath the Lions paws 
and the Lions  pyramid collapses .Don't underestimate our strategy , New Zealand will win 
tweet the Kiwis . 
Lets see who can match the spin and speed of our bowlers , we will take all the wickets and the 
Cup, Pakistan will win  bleat the goats , No , the cup is ours , we will steal quick runs and sprint 
away with the cup , South Africa will win cheer the Deer.  
 
All the commotion , wakes up the Kangaroos . For us it is a simple hop , skip and jump to the 
cup . 
Austrailia will win mates , chortle the Kangaroos. 
 
The animals all close in on Arvi . "So, which team are you supporting ? Who do you think will 
win the cup Arvi ? " Before Arvi can make up his mind , "wake up Arvi, we have a surprise for 
you . " 
When Arvi wakes up , he sees his parents at the bedside smiling and hears them say the 
magical words , "We have tickets to watch the finals of the cricket world cup" . So, which team 
do you think will win ? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

https://youtu.be/UxZDnqnf5FQ


 

 
 After the class,  put the chart of the animals with theirs names in the classroom, let it be there 
for a week or till next time you visit. Hand over the audio file to teacher and ask the teacher to 
play it at least 2-3 times in a week. 

 


